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OF AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS??

Greater misery than the material misery is the lack of compassion and of unity among
human beings.

To lack the necessary is the consequence of an even greater lack, a lack that is not
individual but that is human: a lack of love in the hearts.

To be poor and miserable physically, children, is not the greatest of evils. To be poor of
virtues and miserable in spirit is what hinders the human being to share bread for the
body. Where there is no compassion, there is no equality. Where there is indifference,
there can be no fraternity and balance.

Do not be indignant about the inhuman misery in which your brothers and sisters live,
if compassion and fraternity are still missing in you - and with this you collaborate in
the growth of indifference and of social inequality in which you live nowadays as a
civilization.

Children, may there be more action and less emotion in your lives. May you be more
ready to act and not let yourselves get involved by feelings that do not make the spirit
grow. If you are facing the misery of your brothers and sisters, do not only give them
bread, but, besides bread, also give your own life, offering your transformation in
reparation for the lack that exists in the human consciousness and that results in this
misery that impregnates matter.

Love, feel your neighbor with compassion, be fraternal, overcome the indifference,
overcome selfishness, surrender to fraternity and erase from your consciousnesses the
fear of missing something in the future - this fear that makes you keep everything for
yourselves. These codes, children, are the ones that make the difference - when
deposited in the human consciousness.

Why do you complain so much about the governmental systems and become indignant
with the social misery, if you do nothing for the human consciousness to be different,
and even nourish the old patterns that maintain them at this point of involution?

It is time to grow and take steps in a very neutral form, understanding the point in
which you are and doing an effort every day for humanity to receive new divine
principles.

Do not search for virtues for yourselves - to affirm the other's misery and to highlight
yourselves -, search to be virtuous so that the whole of humanity may be so; in this
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way, children, you will reach true virtues.

Serve and feel in the heart the sorrow for the material and inner misery of your brothers
and sisters, but do not remain there. Change, grow, fly and take with you each human
heart.

The goal is not only your own sanctification: the goal is the conversion of all of
humanity and the Christification of a whole race, that will be able to love their
neighbor as they love themselves, and God above all things.

May peace and unity be in your hearts.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


